CAMP GUNFREE
A common sense and historically proven way to keep those dangerous and destructive GUNS out of YOUR life.

MEMBERSHIPS AVAILABLE NOW!
Details below.
Concerned about the easy availability of guns in our society?
Alarmed about the "gun nuts" and other freedom wackos the government allows to run loose?
Wish the government would just repeal the Second Amendment and confiscate all the guns because you believe sensible
people shouldn't suffer because on some antiquated right?
While we can't take the guns away from the people, we CAN take the people or at least SOME of them (the ones we don't
particularly like)away from the guns.

At CAMP GUNFREE, we have created an atmosphere of near-total tranquility where you and your family will experience
the benefits of a GUN FREE environment.
The striking architecture of the main gate at Camp GunFree welcomes new arrivals
Each of our camps is a gated community designed to keep guns away from camp guests. Firmly enforced security measures
ensure that these dangerous and destructive devices are kept outside. Each camp boasts 24 hour, 7 day a week sentries and
state-of-the-art enclosure systems, guard dogs, trenches and surveillance equipment to absolutely GUARANTEE that no
firearms enter the facility. Rigidly controlled access ensures that no guns can ever be smuggled in.
No cost has been spared to ensure that Camp GunFree remains gun free.

All camp members are given distinctive uniforms to distinguish them from any gun-toting barbarians who might attempt to
evade our security measures. Each camp member is also assigned a distinctive ID number to ensure that only the right
people are allowed within the camp.

Room and board are provided to each member in exchange for rewarding tasks designed to provide a sense of
accomplishment and to demonstrate that large numbers of people CAN exist in a gun violence free community.

Camp members engaged in one of our many fun-filled organized work activities.

Camp members during one of the many organized brisk morning runs to the group bathing facilities
For more information, call 1-800-GUNFREE

(This idea from a pamphlet originally created by The Minnesota Center for Individual Liberty,
PO Box 32170, Minneapolis, MN 55432-0170)

